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Introduction
Leading on the basic needs efforts at the University of
California Irvine, the FRESH Basic Needs Hub has created
a huge impact on the campus by helping alleviate food
insecurity, destigmatizing topics like CalFresh, and
bringing a sense of community and support to all. At the
start of January 2018, the FRESH Basic Needs Hub had
officially created a CalFresh team to inform, advocate, and
assist students with enrollment into the CalFresh Program
via an Application Assistance program. Since then,
FRESH’s CalFresh advocates have aided in the submission
of hundreds of applications per academic year and have
steadily alerted the students of the UC Irvine campus about
the benefits of the program. However, due to the recent
global pandemic, CalFresh efforts were pushed to an all
time low since the initiation of the assistance program
began. This federal program is important in the basic needs
initiative as it not only aids with purchasing nutritious and
fresh foods, but the program also serves as a fiscal stimulus
to the economy, proving to be a sufficient method in
lowering one’s food insecurity. CalFresh is a program that
is constantly in a state of change and with the pandemic,
has created a different environment across the nation for
many people. Since this program requires staff to be
attentive and up to date on current information, a lot of
work needs to be put into the training, refreshers, and
communication to ensure the best service is provided to the
students in need.

Materials and Methods
A short anonymous survey was conducted on the current
CalFresh team on the effectiveness of the CalFresh training
materials, how well they believed they were informed about
the program, and if there were any need for improvements.
This survey was conducted with the help of Sevan Kalaydjian,
who is an analyst and she provide the data from the survey to
retain anonymity of the student staff.

Results and Outcomes

Conclusions
Based on the results of the survey, there is room for
improvement for the CalFresh efforts at the FRESH Basic
Needs Hub. New training materials will be created to further
break down the contents of the program and to create a
consistent flow of information. Moving forward, material
should be reviewed every quarter, more meetings with follow
ups to more complex scenarios should be implemented, and a
feedback survey should be conducted at the end of each
academic year to further improve the training. Being a
longtime CalFresh advocate and having created the training
materials, I felt uncertain of what needed to be improved on
and believe a fresh approach each time will be required to
ensure the training materials are sufficient and of quality.

Based on the results of the survey, appointment shadowing,
which is observing an appointment be conducted by a trained
staff, and reverse shadowing, a trainee conducting the
appointment while being observed for accuracy and support,
were the more successful approaches in training. Aspects like
a training manual were not as effective and PowerPoint slides
had a slightly better response, but most of the staff members
were either slightly satisfied or moderately. Based on the
comments for improvement, having sections broken down,
having more practice appointments with different scenarios,
having more dialogue with how to handle difficult situations,
and having more follow ups throughout the academic year to
refresh staff’s memories on the information.

Future Goals

Project Goals
This project aims to reevaluate the current training
material and provide improvements for the following year
to recover and re-promote CalFresh during a needed time
for college students.
Obtain feedback from current CalFresh advocates
regarding the training material
Improve CalFresh knowledge amongst staff
Create a sustainable procedure that can be modified for
future use
•

•
•

Due to the pandemic, some goals for this project would not be
able to be implemented such as creating a COVID safe way of
managing an information and pre-screening booth. The best
way to promote the program in past years was via word of
mouth and to booth in a central location where many students
passed by. Since the pandemic, this method of communication
is not currently available and a push to online promotion was
needed. Moving forward to the next academic year,
incorporating a safe way to booth and get students enrolled in
CalFresh should be the next priority. Especially as more
students are returning to campus and now, with newly
approved eligibilities, there are more students that are eligible
to apply at UC Irvine.
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